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Abstract1

IoT devices are slowly turning out to be an essential part of our everyday lives. These devices perform one operation, and they

specialize in doing so. When communicating with these devices, we need to set up a secured key preventing unauthorized

communications. We have been using the plug-and-play model for electronic devices for decades. These IoT devices fall into

the same realm. The plug–pair–play connection model follows the same principle so that the user does not feel the added

pressure of remembering a complex password or rely on a default credential. It helps to generate a secret that is only known to

the device and its user. We used elliptic curve cryptography to circumvent the resource limitations on the device. The model

establishes a zero-trust pattern where all requests and responses are validated and verified before being processed. This paper

provides a unique way to set up a secret key for each user and device pair without much user interaction. The model sets the

path to end-to-end secured communication.
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1 Introduction13

Internet of Things (IoT) has changed the direction of mod-14

ern technological development. With its intrusive nature, it15

has already penetrated our lives with wearable devices and16

smart objects for home automation systems. These devices17

are dealing with our personal information as well as per-18

forming micro-transactions to make our lives easier. With19

this advantage comes the question of privacy. Establishing a20

secured communication channel with these devices is crucial.21

Users have voiced their privacy concerns with using these22

devices. There have been numerous experiments to prove23

that these devices can be easily hacked with readily available24

equipment [15]. In many implementations, the manufactur-25

ers delegate the responsibility of securing the devices to the26

user by providing default credentials and expecting them to27

change the password. Malwares like Mirai and EchoBot have28
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exploited these vulnerabilities to convert them into bots. The 29

author in this article [18] talks about the concept of trust, 30

which very much applies to IoT ecosystems. Establishing a 31

zero-trust framework will help us concentrate more on pri- 32

vacy and security. 33

Zero-trust is a strategic initiative that helps prevent suc- 34

cessful data breaches by eliminating the concept of trust. 35

Rooted in the principle, “never trust, always verify” zero- 36

trust is designed to protect the modern digital environment. 37

It leverages network segmentation, prevents lateral move- 38

ment, provides threat prevention, and simplifies granular user 39

access control. The zero-trust model recognizes trust as a vul- 40

nerability. The concept of zero-trust is particularly important 41

in the heterogeneous ecosystem of smart devices. With the 42

huge growth in the number of connected endpoints, it is diffi- 43

cult to have trust in a request or response that is coming from 44

an unknown source over an untrusted medium. 45

In this paper, we focused on techniques to set up secured 46

keys for communicating with IoT devices without trusting 47

any entity. We wanted to eliminate the need for default cre- 48

dentials or predefined secret keys. 49

The plug-and-play model has been popular with elec- 50

tronic devices for decades. IoT devices fall in the same genre. 51

Manufacturers have adopted a similar pattern for getting the 52
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device up and running. The paper describes a pairing step,53

which establishes a secret for each pair involved in the com-54

munication. We termed it the plug-pair-play model or the55

P3 connection model. Here, we focused on the most popular56

architecture for IoT devices, i.e. cloud architecture. Concepts57

like fog computing have brought the cloud closer to the appli-58

ances and services [14]. Cloud architectures can be utilized to59

shift the compute-intensive operations away from the device.60

In this paper, we explored the techniques to validate the iden-61

tity of the user and device using the cloud gateway before62

setting up a secret.63

We organized the article as follows: We start by explor-64

ing the common security issues in IoT devices and security65

threats related to them in Sect. 2. Here, we also look into the66

potential solutions provided by the research community to67

secure IoT communications. Then, we explain our P3 con-68

nection model in detail in Sect. 3 followed by its usage in69

Sect. 4. Then, we briefly discuss the implementation setup70

before exploring the performance of the model in terms of71

data security, memory utilization, and time of operation in72

Sect. 5. We conclude with our findings and the opportunity73

for future research in Sect. 6.74

2 Security issues of the devices75

From the business reports, we see the phenomenal growth of76

IoT devices [5,8]. It was predicted that there will be 5.8 billion77

IoT endpoints by the end of 2020, and by 2022 the worldwide78

technology spending on smart devices would reach USD 1.279

trillion. The advent of modern technologies like artificial80

intelligence, machine learning, and real-time data stream-81

ing combined with high-speed connectivity with the cloud82

helped businesses look at these devices as a potential solu-83

tion to their specific problems. More and more organizations84

are relying on them to remodel and optimize their business85

needs.86

With this unprecedented growth in demand for these smart87

objects, manufacturers are not getting enough time to per-88

form adequate security testing. Smaller players are not even89

providing options to patch the vulnerabilities. These issues90

are taken advantage of by attackers. Malware like Mirai uses91

these loopholes to convert these devices into bots. Perpetra-92

tors used such botnets to cause massive DDoS attacks [3].93

At its peak, Mirai caused a 1.1 Tbps attack using 148,00094

IoT devices. With its source code made public, the number95

of infected endpoints has doubled. The attack on Dyn Inc.96

DNS servers in 2016 is one of the most notable attacks using97

IoT botnet, which brought down the internet for many parts98

of the USA as shown in Fig. 1 [9].99

Fig. 1 Attack on Dyn DNS servers brought down the internet in many

parts of US

Extensive surveys are conducted to identify the security 100

issues in IoT devices that lead to these massive attacks. 101

One study noted that in ZigBee Light Link (ZLL)-based 102

connected lighting system manufacturers rely on an NDA 103

(non-disclosure agreement) protected shared key to secure 104

communications. Here are the common vulnerabilities of 105

IoT devices that make them an easy target for attackers 106

[4,11,17,19]. 107

– Resource limitation: Every research article pointed 108

out that constrained resources in the device are a set- 109

back when implementing cryptographic techniques. An 110

attacker might drain the device’s memory by sending 111

thousands of requests to the open port in a device. 112

– Lack of user authentication: Limited memory on the 113

device restricts the implementation of complex authenti- 114

cation techniques. Thus, to maintain the legal standards, 115

manufacturers end up using default credentials and com- 116

monly shared keys. 117

– Inadequate encryption: Encryption is an effective tool 118

to defuse the data. Thus preventing an unauthorized user 119

from making sense of it. Cryptographic systems depend 120

on the randomness of the algorithm and the key size to 121

effectively morph the data. Due to insufficient storage in 122

the device, it becomes difficult to store large keys. An 123

adversary takes advantage of it by performing a brute 124

force attack to break a smaller key size. 125

– Efficient access control: A proper access control mecha- 126

nism is not maintained on these devices. Many manufac- 127

turers allow the use of default credentials on the device, 128

and the same user is entrusted with admin privileges on it. 129

With higher privilege on the default accounts, the attacker 130

can perform more damage not only to the device but also 131

to the network that they are installed in. 132
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2.1 Proposed solutions to bridge the gap133

Creating an identity of a device and its user in a cloud-based134

architecture is essential in a heterogeneous ecosystem. It135

forms the baseline to tackle all the security issues that we136

noticed in the previous section. Researchers have taken dif-137

ferent perspectives to solve the problem of identity.138

Bluetooth Low Energy (LE) can play a significant role139

in securing IoT devices. One research showed the potential140

of using IPv6 over Bluetooth LE [12]. Wireless communi-141

cation with the device is protected using the Bluetooth LE142

Link Layer security. This technique supports both encryp-143

tion and authentication by using the Cipher Block Chaining144

Message Authentication Code (CCM). OpenConnect pro-145

posed to automate the integration of these devices in a146

cloud-based architecture [13]. The platform uses REST API147

endpoints to integrate the devices with the central command148

center. Security of the implementation is inside the inte-149

gration service. Another research showed an approximation150

arithmetic computer-based information hiding technique to151

provide features like IP watermark, digital fingerprinting, and152

lightweight encryption for ensuring energy efficiency to low153

power equipment [7].154

Researchers came up with multiple proposals to tackle155

the authentication issue for resource-constrained devices. A156

certificate-based authentication technique was put forward to157

redress the problem of password-based authentication [2]. A158

certificate is awarded to every entity in the system by a trusted159

certification authority. Another solution was proposed to use160

a One Time Password (OTP) scheme using elliptic curve161

cryptography. This solution depends on the Lamport algo-162

rithm to secure the generate OTP. Authentication of smart163

devices using their physical properties was provided as a164

potential solution for the smart home environment [10]. The165

security mechanism used in this technique uses a random set166

of challenges along with symmetric key cryptography.167

3 The P3 connectionmodel168

Each proposal by the research community provided a unique169

perspective on the solution. Bluetooth LE is efficient for low-170

energy devices and provides a much smaller attack vector171

being a PAN (personal area network) network. Similarly,172

public-key cryptography helps in providing an identity for173

an entity in a network. The private-public key pair helps pro-174

vide authentication and check the integrity of the messages175

sent. In our proposed solution, we combined these ideas176

to generate an adequate solution that would work for any177

resource-constrained device.178

In a cloud-based architecture, there are three primary com-179

ponents in the IoT ecosystem:180

– Device represents the endpoint that specializes in per- 181

forming a specific task (which we also refer to as an IoT 182

device). 183

– User provides the commands and instructions to the 184

device. In our implementation, we have used a mobile 185

app to work as a user interface. In this model, we have 186

categorized the user group into owners and delegates. 187

Each device can have at most one owner who has total 188

control over it. The delegates represent other users to 189

the device, including another person or a home assistant 190

like Google Home or Amazon Alexa. They can access 191

the device only when the owner approves the pairing. 192

The owner has the right to grant access to a delegate to 193

perform specific operations on a device. Throughout this 194

paper, we have addressed the owner and delegate sepa- 195

rately when needed and collectively called them as users 196

on concepts that apply to both. 197

– Gateway works as a middleman provided by the manu- 198

facturer to help the user and device to communicate with 199

each other over the internet. It consists of API endpoints 200

that coordinate the communications between them. It 201

also acts as a data store to hold information about users, 202

devices, registrations, and transaction logs. When a new 203

device is manufactured, a record is created in the gateway 204

database. The gateway holds the identity and public key 205

of the device to communicate with it after the initiation. It 206

takes the computation and memory-intensive operations 207

like data analytics and forensics away from the device. 208

Figure 2 shows the different entities in the proposed archi- 209

tecture. Once the device and user are paired with one another 210

using the P3 connection model, all further communications 211

between them get routed through the gateway for logging the 212

transactions. However, in the P3 workflow, the user directly 213

interacts with the device to set up the secret. This is the only 214

operation where the device and user communicate directly. 215

In this architecture, we have used a combination of 216

Bluetooth and WiFi technologies to enable a secure commu- 217

nication channel. The P3 connection model uses Bluetooth 218

for pairing the user and device in a secured way. As explained 219

in Sect. 3.2, during the pairing the user provides the WiFi 220

credential for the device to create a registration record in the 221

gateway. Once the pairing is complete and the secret is stored 222

successfully, all further communications happen over WiFi. 223

3.1 Prebuilt security in themodel 224

As described in the architecture, the user is responsible for 225

providing commands and instructions to the device. The 226

framework comes with a few prebuilt security mechanisms 227

to enable the user to perform its operations. The user is 228

registered with the gateway to generate an identity. An 229

authentication header accompanies all post-login operations. 230
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Fig. 2 Proposed architecture for

IoT ecosystem

Owner Device

Gateway

Delegate

It contains a JWT (JSON web token) token to verify the231

identity of the user. All communications from the user to the232

gateway are protected using TLS to ensure data security in233

transit.234

To provide authentication to the device and gateway, each235

has its public–private key pairs. During the manufacturing236

of each device, a unique public–private key pair is generated237

for each device. The gateway holds the public key with itself,238

and the private key is embedded in the device’s EEPROM.239

We used elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) on the device to240

respect the resource limitation. ECC is a preferred choice for241

public-key cryptography for IoT devices rather than RSA due242

to the smaller key size. A 256 bits key can provide the same243

level of security as the 2048 bits RSA key. The operational244

time for signing and verification is comparable. The private245

key verifies the identity of the device to the gateway:246

<device_id,current_timestamp,raw_data>247

→data<data,Enc{H(data), PrivKeydevice}>248

→ package249

The raw_data along with the device_id and the250

current_timestamp of the device forms the data to be251

sent to the gateway. The data is hashed and signed using the252

private key of the device. This provides both authentications253

as well as an integrity check on the data since the private254

key is only available to the device. The timestamp protects255

against replay attacks. The gateway holds the public key of256

the device. On receiving the package, it extracts the data and257

verifies the given signature to make sure it is from the device258

that it claims to be. The same technique is used when sending259

information from the gateway to the device.260

3.2 Setting up shared key for owner261

The users of an IoT device can change frequently. It is nec-262

essary to generate a key on the first instance the user wants to263

interact with the device. This avoids the need for password-264

based authentication. The shared key can be used to secure 265

all future communications between the user and device pair. 266

The same technique can be used to refresh the key at a regular 267

interval. Figure 3 shows the steps to validate the identity of 268

the user and device to one another and setting up the shared 269

key. 270

For connection initiation, we propose using Bluetooth 4.0 271

or Bluetooth LE [12]. Bluetooth LE has been designed for 272

ultra-low power applications yet keeping similarities with 273

classic Bluetooth. All modern mobile phones and smart 274

devices are enabled with Bluetooth LE. Another reason to 275

use Bluetooth in setting up secret keys is the area of access. 276

Since the Bluetooth connection can be established only in the 277

proximity of the device, the attack vector becomes smaller: 278

– Pairing: The first step of the connection is the pairing 279

between the owner’s mobile and the device. The owner 280

from his mobile app searches to find the available device. 281

This is easily possible since both the app and the device 282

are provided by the same manufacturer. The manufac- 283

turer provides the device with a unique name, and the 284

same is searched by the app. Once found, the pre-defined 285

pairing key can be used to connect to the device. In Blue- 286

tooth, the connection happens between a master and a 287

slave. In this case, the owner’s phone acts as a master, and 288

the device acts as a slave. Once the user finds the device, 289

it pairs with it using the default pairing key embedded in 290

the app and initiates a connection. 291

– Generate session key: Curve25519 is an elliptic curve 292

offering 128 bit of security and designed for use with the 293

elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) key arrangement 294

scheme. Here, both the device and owner generate a key 295

and share the public part. Both generate the session key 296

Ks using Diffie–Hellman and use it to secure the remain- 297

ing transactions of the flow. 298

– Connect to Wi-Fi: Once the session key is established, 299

the next step is for the device to connect to the internet. 300
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Owner Gateway

Hello

Hello

Send pairing information

Pairing successful

Send ECDH shared key

Send ECDH shared key

Send Enc{(Wi-Fi SSID, Wi-Fi PW), KS}
Generate session

key KS

Generate session
key KS

Initiate 
communication

Send Enc{UserID, KS}

ACK ENC{Device MAC, KS}

Send Enc{User_ID, PKey(GW)}

Save and verify Wi-Fi credentials

ACK ENC{REGISTERED, PKey{D}}

Generate 
symmetric key K

Send HTTPS{Device MAC, JWT}

ACK HTTPS{REGISTERED}

Send Key Enc{K, KS}

Save KACK ENC{OK, KS}

Disconnect
Remove pairingRemove pairing

Save REGISTRATION
record

Device

Fig. 3 P3 connection between owner and device

For this, the owner sends the Wi-Fi SSID and password301

encrypted with the session key Enc{<Wi-Fi SSID,302

Wi-Fi password>, Ks}. On receiving this informa-303

tion, the device tries to connect to the internet and ensures304

a successful connection. Once connected, it saves the305

information into its memory till the entire process ter-306

minates. It returns a “success” to the owner.307

– User verification: After connecting to the internet, the308

device needs to verify the identity of the owner. The309

owner sends his user_id to the device encrypted310

Enc{user_id, Ks}. The devices send this identifier to311

the gateway along with the device’s digital signature for312

verification. On receiving this information, the gateway313

ensures the validity of both the device and the passed user314

identifier. On successful verification, it creates a partial315

registration record.316

– Device verification: On receiving a green light from the317

gateway, the device returns a device_mac to the owner318

encrypted with the prior session keyEnc{device_mac,319

Ks}. The owner forwards this information to the gateway320

along with the JWT token for user identity. The gateway321

verifies the user and then checks the device_mac to322

verify it against the partial verified registration record.323

The gateway also checks to verify that the device is not324

registered against another owner. Once verified, the gate- 325

way completes the transaction and returns success to the 326

user. 327

– Generate and share the symmetric key: On receiving a 328

positive response, the owner generates a 256 bits symmet- 329

ric key along with a 128 bits initialization vector, saves 330

it locally, and shares it with the device Enc {K,Ks}. The 331

device saves the same along with the user identifier rec- 332

ognizing it as the owner and acknowledges the user that 333

the key is saved securely. The device also saves the WiFi 334

credentials in permanent storage. 335

– Disconnect: The Bluetooth interface is only used to help 336

connect and verify the user and device. Once this con- 337

nection is established, there is no need to hold on to the 338

connection. The owner initiates a disconnect request and 339

the device complies. 340

As mentioned before, the gateway acts as a data store. It 341

saves the registration record for command execution. After 342

the shared key is generated and saved by the device and 343

owner, future communications can be secured using this key. 344

When the transaction goes over the internet, the gateway acts 345

as a middleman to connect the two parties. In doing so, the 346

gateway verifies the validity of the transaction using the reg- 347
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OwnerGatewayDelegate

Hello

Hello

Send pairing information

Initiate 
communication

Pairing successful

Send ECDH shared key

Send ECDH shared key

Generate session
key KS

Generate session
key KS

Verify if primary user
is already present

Send Enc{UserID, KS}

Send Enc{User_ID, PKey(GW)}

ACK ENC{REGISTERED, PKey{D}}

Verify delegate

Get Approval from primary user

Approve

ACK ENC{Device MAC, KS}

Send HTTPS{Device MAC, JWT}

ACK HTTPS{REGISTERED}

Send Key Enc{K, KS}

Disconnect

Save REGISTRATION
record

Generate 
symmetric key K

Save KACK ENC{OK, KS}

Remove pairingRemove pairing

Device

Fig. 4 P3 connection between delegate and device

istration record that was generated during the P3 connection348

model. The registration record provides access control on349

who can access which device. However, the gateway can-350

not interpret the data exchange between the owner and the351

device.352

3.3 Setting up shared key for delegate353

In the previous section, we described the process where the354

device is being connected for the first time and there is no355

prior owner added to the device registration. Here, we will356

describe the situation where the device is already registered357

with an owner. When another user or device wants to com-358

municate with the device, the owner should be aware of it.359

The P3 connection model accounts for this scenario.360

The steps for a delegate to connect to the device are361

detailed in Fig. 4. The steps are similar to the connection with362

a user as described in Sect. 3.2. The user verification process363

is different for them. When a delegate initiates a connection364

with a device and the device sends the user’s identifier to the365

gateway for verification, the gateway checks the registration366

records and finds that there is an owner already assigned to367

the device. The gateway notifies the owner in the app asking368

for approval to create the partial registration record. Once the 369

owner approves, the transaction continues the same as for the 370

user. 371

If the owner rejects, the transaction is terminated. This 372

ensures that the owner is in control of the device and can 373

track who has access. In this article, we concentrated strictly 374

on secure communication protocols. We have provided equal 375

authorization for all delegates. Another approach to have a 376

fine-grain control on the delegates is to implement role-based 377

access control (RBAC). That would give more control to the 378

owner and they can define what operations can be performed 379

by a delegate. 380

This approach gives an option for the owner of the device 381

to intervene as to who can talk to the device. The secret key 382

generated in the P3 connection model identifies each pair of 383

user and device. This process eliminates the need to have a 384

default credential or predefined secret. This process works 385

in the background, and the user does not have to configure 386

or remember any additional details to enable security. It also 387

plays well with the plug-and-play paradigm that the users are 388

well accustomed to. 389
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4 Using the secret key for communication390

The internet is an untrusted medium. When communication391

flows from one system to another, it goes through multiple392

routers, and it is practically impossible to secure every one of393

them from being wiretapped. To maintain the confidentiality394

of information between each user and device pair, we would395

be utilizing the shared key K generated in the P3 connection396

model described above.397

Various techniques have been utilized over the year by the398

industry to communicate with the device. One of the most399

common patterns is the heartbeat approach. In this, the device400

sends out a pulse at a regular interval to the gateway to indi-401

cate that it is active and functioning. If the gateway receives402

a message from a user for a device, the gateway utilizes this403

pulse to forward it. Once the secret key is generated between404

the user and device using the P3 connection model described405

in Sect. 3, it becomes easy to maintain confidentiality and406

integrity.407

The user sends out a command to the device encrypted408

using K and the JWT token to identify itself to the gateway.409

The gateway identifies the user and the registration record. It410

sends the request to the device along with the user’s identifier.411

The device verifies the gateway’s certificate to authenticate412

the sender and then extracts the key using the user’s iden-413

tifier. The device uses K to decrypt the command. Then, it414

formulates the response and encrypts it with the same key.415

It sends it back to the gateway, which returns the encrypted416

message to the user. On a similar approach, the user decrypts417

the response using K and completes the cycle.418

One of the advantages of utilizing the key is that the com-419

mand and device response is hidden from everyone including420

the gateway. Every pair can securely communicate with each421

other. The P3 connection model helps generate a key in an422

automated way and can help maintain privacy during com-423

munication.424

5 Performance of model425

A temperature and humidity sensor was build using a426

NodeMCU v3 ESP8266 microcontroller to implement the427

model. A DTH-22 sensor recorded the reading of the envi-428

ronment, and an HC-05 Wireless Bluetooth RF transceiver429

acted as a Bluetooth communication endpoint. We added a430

UCTRONICS 0.96 inch OLED module for the device dis-431

play. The setup helped us simulate a low energy IoT device432

with its 512 KB of EEPROM storage, 64 KB of instructional433

RAM, and 96 KB of data RAM. The gateway was set up on434

AWS API Gateway using lambda functions to support the435

REST calls. We stored the user registration using AWS Cog-436

nito service, and DynamoDB acted as a data storage for the437

gateway. The user was simulated using a mobile app build 438

using React native on an Android platform. 439

For validating the performance of the model, we focused 440

on three primary aspects, namely data security, operational 441

time, and device memory utilization. 442

5.1 Data security 443

The framework proposes a security model that can seam- 444

lessly work in the background and protect the user’s privacy 445

without manual intervention. In the mentioned architecture, 446

we used different cryptographic techniques that enhance the 447

strength of the platform respecting the limitations available. 448

In the gateway, we used the TLS certificate to protect all 449

communications directed towards it. The API gateway pro- 450

vided by the cloud providers is by default associated with 451

HTTPS endpoints. We utilized this setup to our advantage. 452

Figure 5 shows the Wireshark output showing the encrypted 453

communication from the device. Both the user and device 454

utilize the API endpoints that are exposed publicly by the 455

gateway during verification. The device stores the finger- 456

print of the certificate in its storage and uses it to perform the 457

three-way handshake. The app framework provides the same 458

facility for mobile devices. 459

For the device, having an RSA certificate was expensive. 460

The certificate would consume 2048 bits and would need an 461

additional 1024 bits for the private key. To compensate for 462

space and maintain the same level of secrecy, we utilized 463

elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) with 256 bits key length. 464

We used ED25519 as the choice of asymmetric cryptography 465

to create the device identity. We enabled the device with a 466

signing key, and the corresponding verification key was kept 467

available to the gateway. When communication generates 468

from the device to the gateway, the information was signed 469

using the signing key. The gateway used the verification key 470

to verify the identity of the device. The public–private key 471

pair helps create an identity for each device. 472

For the user to communicate with the device, the P3 con- 473

nection model helps set up a shared K. This key protects 474

all communications between the paired user and device. We 475

used symmetric key encryption to make the cryptographic 476

process faster. We utilized AES 256 as the choice of encryp- 477

tion technique with a 128-bit initialization vector (IV) for 478

CBC mode. It made the encryption processes faster when 479

comparing to asymmetric encryption. Each of the secret keys 480

is maintained by the respective user and device preventing 481

any unauthorized access. This key is kept only with the entity 482

that participated in the P3 connection. As explained earlier, 483

after the secret is established, the user talks to the device via 484

the gateway. The gateway uses the JWT token present in the 485

user session to verify the identity of the user, and also sends 486

the user identifier to the device to extract the correct key. 487
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Fig. 5 Wireshark logs showing use of TLS

Fig. 6 Memory usage during P3

connection model

The P3 model can also be utilized to refresh the keys at a488

regular interval.489

5.2 Memory utilization490

As we had seen in Sect. 3, the P3 connection model has six491

steps. We tracked the operational time for each of those steps492

using an inbuilt ESP library. We created a wrapper around the493

ESP.getFreeHeap() function to print the available memory on494

the Arduino console:495

//Function to print current memory usage496

497

void availableMemory(){498

Serial.print("Memory available: ");499

Serial.println(ESP.getFreeHeap());500

}501

Figure 6 shows the memory utilization of the model. As we502

notice, in the first two steps of getting the hello message and503

sending an encrypted hello reply, the device uses only an504

extra 200 bytes. In the next section, we see a drop of five505

kilobytes to decrypt the message sent by the user containing 506

the Wi-Fi credentials. Post that we do not see any further 507

change in memory usage. The process utilizes around 60% 508

of the available data memory of the device to perform the 509

different steps of the model. The memory gets released for 510

other operations after the function is terminated. 511

5.3 Operational time 512

Time of operation becomes vital when it comes to user inter- 513

actions. For any request generated by a user, they expect a 514

fast response. In the P3 connection model, we wanted the 515

operations to be optimized. From the CloudWatch logs in 516

AWS, we see that the operation time for the lambda func- 517

tions (that are behind the API endpoints) takes 170 ms to 518

create the partial registration record and 193 ms to complete 519

the registration process. Table 1 shows the execution time on 520

the device. 521

As we see in the table, it takes around 14 s to complete the 522

whole operation. User verification takes a maximum time 523
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Establishing and validating secured keys for IoT devices…

Table 1 Operational time for each step in P3 connection model

Operation Time (ms)

Pairing and generating the session key 1210

Connect to Wi-Fi 3249

User verification 6527

Device verification 2032

Generate and share the symmetric key 1140

Total 14,158

of 6 s to communicate with the gateway. We will have to524

consider the cold start of the lambda functions. Cold start525

happens when the lambda executes for the first time when526

no other instances exist. The lambda is brought in the server527

memory for processing for the first time. We built the applica-528

tion with buffer time for unforeseen situations like network529

delays. For setting up a connection, the user app gave the530

device 5 s to respond. As we see in the table, it took around531

1.2 s to respond. Similarly, for allowing the user to enter532

the WiFi credentials, the device waits for 60 s (1 min). The533

timing is not the most optimized but within the acceptable534

range, considering the entire validation and verification pro-535

cess before establishing the secret key.536

6 Conclusions537

The P3 connection model provides a groundwork for ensur-538

ing a secured communication channel with the IoT devices.539

The process can seamlessly integrate millions of users and540

devices. The framework provides the first step for an end-to-541

end security model that relies on the principle of zero-trust.542

More research in the area of zero-interaction authentication543

(ZIA) can provide the required solution to protect the privacy544

of data [6]. In our P3 connection model, we have expanded the545

idea of using a Bluetooth connection to perform the pairing.546

We can utilize LTE or cellular network, and many researchers547

are looking at potential alternatives like cellular IoT [16],548

and LPWAN [1] technologies to avoid the dependency of549

home routers and the risks associated with their hardening.550

These technologies expand the scope of IoT implementation551

to multiple sectors like healthcare, industrial use, and other552

large-scale implementations.553

The threat to the IoT devices is real and with the grow-554

ing number of IP-connected devices, the attack vector is555

ever-increasing [4]. We can build trust among the users by556

eliminating trust from the security framework. The P3 con-557

nection model described in this article provides a mechanism558

to securely set up a secret key for the parties to communi-559

cate. Both the parties involved in the conversation are verified560

by the other to eliminate the threat of unauthorized access.561

The model shows the technique to provide a secure channel 562

of communication respecting the limitation of memory and 563

computing power of the device. The same technique can also 564

be utilized to refresh the shared key on a regular interval to 565

avoid side-channel attacks to predict the key. 566

The technique described here helps maintain the secu- 567

rity triad of integrity, confidentiality, and authentication. The 568

secret key generated by the user and device will protect the 569

confidentiality of the data from other parties including the 570

gateway. The model ensures that the gateway or cloud server 571

is not able to interpret the information exchange between the 572

user and the device. Generating a unique key for each pair 573

ensures authentication. The device explicitly knows whom 574

it is communicating with; also separating the primary owner 575

from other users (delegates) enables accountability to the 576

owner. The model demonstrates the importance of access 577

control on the device by the user. Data integrity is enforced 578

by the data format that is being transacted with. After decryp- 579

tion, if the data is not in the correct JSON format the request 580

is rejected. This process establishes the foundation for a zero- 581

trust model, that works on the principle “never trust, always 582

verify.” Every request and response is verified for authenti- 583

cation and authorization before any other action is taken. 584

IoT is the next breakthrough in the world of technology. 585

These devices perform one specific operation, but it is spe- 586

cialized in doing it. They are slowly turning out to be an 587

essential part of our everyday lives. With home automation 588

systems and home assistants on the rise, we are starting to 589

communicate with these devices with natural language and 590

they are also transacting with our personal and financial data. 591

However, this is just the tip of the iceberg for the potential 592

of these gadgets. Proper security infrastructure is essential to 593

control the activities of these devices. To ensure security and 594

privacy P3 connection approach provides a zero-trust archi- 595

tecture that will verify the authenticity of every transaction. 596
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